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Expo PhotographySimon Woodcock2023-08-17T11:57:53+10:00


Need A Professional Expo Photographer?

Professional event photography for trade shows, conferences and expos is incredibly important.

We understand the amount of effort that goes into organising these major events, and the value that can be gained from having them photographed by experienced and professional photographers who take their work seriously.

Our experienced expo photographers bring a wealth of knowledge and industry experience from previous large scale events so know how to capture your brief, impress your guests and ensure you receive a trove of useful photos for use in the coming year.

Whether your event is a small conference or an enormous trade show, we have a dedicated team of photographers ready and at your service.










Get A Quote







Trade Show & Expo Photography

We realise that organising and hosting an expo or trade show is no mean feat so aim to make the photography and videography as simple as possible for you.

With hundreds of large events under our belts we know what needs to be done and only require minimal guidance.

Our event photographers are used to working alone but if you prefer to accompany us when on site that’s absolutely fine with us. Collaboration and client input is always welcome!

To fully document your expo event we ensure that:

	Your branding is included in photography whenever appropriate
	We capture key moments throughout each day
	We supply a wide selection of posed and candid photos featuring exhibitors, guests, speakers and dignitaries
	We capture the conference or expo space in it’s set-up state prior to guests arriving
	We always have our studio lighting equipment on standby should you require last minute headshots of the CEO or directors.
	We think a bit differently and offer alternative angles in our photography, including aerial shots, shots from behind the speaker on stage, behind the scenes and time lapse photos.


We create a unique conference, trade show or expo photography experience that’s tailored to your business.

Since each expo and conference is different, we ask that you provide your planned program so we can offer the most accurate and competitive photography quote.







Quality Photography



Outstanding Results Guaranteed!





FAST Delivery



Images delivered FAST via download





Great Value



Best Value in Australia











Get In Touch!

Do you have a question about corporate or event photography?

Would you like some advice?

Feel free to send us a message or pick up the phone – we’re always happy to answer any photography questions you may have.


	
Call us on 0450 586 561
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Your Message, Date & Location of Event or Project
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Simon Woodcock2024-02-20T17:47:32+11:00Close The Loop
 Being a big fan of sustainability, renewable energy and recycling I was interested to hear about the new product that has been created by Close the Loop. Taking polymer bags (plastic shopping bags etc) [...]
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Simon Woodcock2023-11-23T14:41:21+11:00Philanthropy Australia
 We recently photographed a Gender Compass discussion event in Melbourne co-hosted by Philanthropy Australia, Plan International and Australians Investing in Women to celebrate the publication of Plan International's Gender Compass tool and research. During [...]
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Simon Woodcock2023-09-20T13:12:17+10:00Climate Summit for Local Government
 I always enjoy photographing events that align with my interests, so following a recent conference featuring Saul Griffith and then the Offshore Wind & Green Hydrogen Summit at MCEC I was on a bit [...]
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Simon Woodcock2023-09-19T18:17:14+10:00Manufacturing Photography
 My barely concealed inner-nerd always gets very excited when we're commissioned to photograph a manufacturing facility or industrial site that uses a lot or automation and robotics in their processes. Many manufacturing businesses commission [...]
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Simon Woodcock2023-08-09T18:07:50+10:00Rewiring Australia
 We're part way through our home and business electrification journey so it was encouraging to hear Rewiring Australia co-founder Saul Griffith confirm that we're doing the right things when he presented at Melbourne's Crown [...]
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Simon Woodcock2023-07-28T11:49:25+10:00Expose Your Business To Customers
 Following a photometry conference that we photographed, the organisers asked us to attend their factory and labs to photograph some of their equipment and staff in action to help illustrate their services to new [...]
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